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Introduction

Perceptual illusions occur when our percept does not match 
what is actually in the environment. As “the dress” (https://
en.wikipedia.org/wiki/The_dress) and the Yanny-Laurel 
debate (https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Yanny_or_Laurel) of 
recent internet fame suggest, visual and auditory illusions 
capture the interest of the general public. In addition to 
entertaining the general public and zoo animals (Regaiolli 
et al., 2019), perceptual illusions provide researchers with 
another way to examine the limits of the perceptual and cog-
nitive systems involved in various illusions, thereby increas-
ing our fundamental understanding of these systems 
(Gregory, 1968; see also Boyette et al., 2020; Vitevitch, 
2003; Vitevitch & Donoso, 2011; Vitevitch & Siew, 2017).

The speech to song (S2S) illusion is an auditory illusion 
that occurs when a spoken phrase is repeated several times 
resulting in the phrase sounding like it is being sung 
instead of spoken (Deutsch et al., 2011). The illusion 
occurs not only with English phrases for native speakers of 
English but also with phrases in Mandarin for native 
speakers of Mandarin (Zhang, 2011) and with phrases in 
German for native speakers of German (Falk & Rathcke, 
2010). Functional magnetic resonance imaging revealed 
that brain regions associated with pitch processing and 

song production tend to be activated when listeners experi-
ence the illusion (Tierney et al., 2013), further attesting to 
the robustness of this illusion (see also Vanden Bosch der 
Nederlanden et al., 2015).

One account for how the S2S illusion occurs points to 
the important role that repetition of the stimulus plays in 
eliciting the illusion (Margulis, 2013; Margulis & Simchy-
Gross, 2016; Rowland et al., 2019). However, accounts 
that appeal only to repetition as the mechanism that is 
responsible for the illusion fail to explain why the initial 
percept is that of speech, what exactly repetition does to 
change the percept, and why the subsequent percept is 
music-like instead of something else, such as nonsensical 
babble as occurs when speakers repeatedly produce a word 
and experience semantic satiation (Lambert & Jakobovits, 
1960). Furthermore, the accounts that appeal only to rep-
etition appear ad hoc in that they fail to connect the 
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illusion to other auditory illusions or perceptual phenom-
ena and do not situate the S2S illusion into a richer theo-
retical account of perception or cognition more broadly.

Clearly, repetition of the stimulus to the listener is nec-
essary for the S2S illusion to occur. However, repetition 
alone is not sufficient to explain how or why the S2S illu-
sion occurs.

In contrast to the repetition account of the S2S illusion, 
recent work by Castro et al. (2018) suggests that the mech-
anisms found in Node Structure Theory (NST; MacKay, 
1987), a model of language perception and production, 
may be able to explain the illusion in such a way that con-
nects it to other auditory illusions and to other perceptual 
and cognitive phenomena, thereby providing insight into 
the inner workings of these perceptual and cognitive sys-
tems. Indeed, NST has been used to account for word 
retrieval and production (MacKay, 1987), tip-of-the-
tongue states (Burke et al., 1991), differences in language 
processing due to aging (e.g., MacKay & Burke, 1990), 
the language production deficits of H.M. (MacKay et al., 
1998), and another auditory illusion known as the Verbal 
Transformation Effect (VTE; MacKay et al., 1993).

NST uses nodes to represent phonemes, syllables, 
words, and other types of linguistic information. Links 
connect constituent nodes together such that phoneme 
nodes connect to syllable nodes, and syllable nodes con-
nect to lexical nodes. The nodes are organised into differ-
ent systems—including the sentential system and the 
phonological system—with nodes linked within and across 
systems. For example (see Figure 1), the node for the word 
frisbee connects at the higher level to the semantic node 
“frisbees are thrown” and connects at lower levels to nodes 
for the syllables fris and bee, which then connect to the 
phonological nodes /f/, and so on. The phonological nodes 
would eventually connect to nodes representing motor-
related information to articulate a word or phrase (N.B., 
several nodes at higher and lower levels are not included in 
Figure 1 to simplify the illustration).

In NST, language production and perception are made 
possible by three fundamental mechanisms: priming, acti-
vation, and satiation. Priming (similar to spreading activa-
tion in other models) is transmitted along links to increase 
activity in a node. During speech perception, incoming 
acoustic–phonetic information primes various phonologi-
cal nodes, based on the extent to which the nodes match the 
input. When a node accumulates enough priming (summed 
across its connections and over time) to surpass an activa-
tion threshold, it is said to be activated in NST. Activation 
of a node is “all-or-none” and results in conscious aware-
ness of the information represented by that node.

An important exception to the “all-or-none” principle 
of activation in NST occurs during speech perception 
where it is typically sufficient to prime, but not fully acti-
vate units in the phonological system (including syllable 
nodes and nodes representing individual phonemes). The 

priming, but “failure” to fully activate syllable and pho-
neme nodes results in the listener perceiving words (which 
are primed and activated, and therefore in conscious 
awareness) rather than sequences of phonemes when lis-
tening to speech (MacKay, 1987).

Satiation refers to the temporary reduction in the ability 
of a node to accumulate priming and be activated. This 
state is induced by repeated activation of the same node 
and is believed to serve the evolutionary function of bring-
ing new stimuli to awareness instead of keeping old or 
unchanging information in awareness (MacKay, 1987).

Only nodes that have been activated experience satia-
tion. Therefore, lexical nodes that are activated can become 
satiated if stimulated repeatedly, but syllable and phoneme 
nodes which are primed but not activated during speech 
perception would not experience satiation. When a given 
node is satiated, the “most-primed-wins” principle results 
in another related and highly primed node being activated 
instead (MacKay, 1987; MacKay et al., 1993).

The six experiments reported by Castro et al. (2018) 
examined how the mechanisms of priming, activation, and 
satiation (as well as the “most-primed-wins” principle) 
explain the S2S illusion. In the S2S illusion, the spoken 
phrase first primes and activates lexical nodes, giving the 
initial percept of speech. Repetition of the phrase causes 
the lexical nodes associated with the words in that phrase 
to satiate (i.e., they can no longer be activated), resulting in 
the loss of the initial speech percept.

Importantly, however, despite satiation of the lexical 
nodes, the syllable nodes continue to be primed by the 
repeating phrase. Recall that priming without activation in 
the syllable nodes occurs during everyday language per-
ception, where one perceives words (because lexical nodes 
are activated) instead of a sequence of syllables or pho-
nemes (because the syllable and phoneme nodes are only 

Figure 1. The constituent phonemes and syllables, as well as 
the semantic information associated with the word frisbee as it 
might be represented in NST. Additional higher level and lower 
level nodes have been omitted to simplify the image.
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primed and not activated). It is widely recognised that syl-
lables are a unit of rhythmical structure in speech (e.g., 
Cutler, 1991; Fujii & Wan, 2014; Jackendoff, 2009; Ramus 
et al., 1999). With satiation of the lexical nodes, the speech 
percept is lost. However, the continued priming of the syl-
lable nodes and the “most-primed-wins” principle makes 
salient the metrical pattern found in the repeated phrase, 
producing the song-like quality experienced by listeners in 
the S2S illusion.

We report in what follows the results of two experi-
ments that further examine how the mechanisms of prim-
ing, activation, and satiation found in NST explain the S2S 
illusion. In Experiment 1, we manipulated a phonological 
characteristic of words to differentially affect the priming 
and activation mechanisms of NST (although satiation is 
obviously involved in producing the illusion). In 
Experiment 2, we manipulated a semantic characteristic of 
words to demonstrate more clearly the important role that 
satiation of the lexical nodes plays in the S2S illusion.

Experiment 1

In Experiment 1 of Castro et al. (2018), the S2S illusion 
was elicited using lists of four words that were recorded in 
isolation, then concatenated together and repeated for lis-
teners. Using lists of words demonstrated that it is not nec-
essary to extract a phrase from a sentence as had been 
previously done to elicit the S2S illusion.

Using lists of words also enabled Castro et al. to manip-
ulate various characteristics about the words to examine 
how those variables might influence the S2S illusion. 
Specifically, the words in the lists they used varied in pho-
nological neighbourhood density, which measures the 
number of words that sound like a given word (Vitevitch & 
Luce, 2016). A word that has many words that sound simi-
lar to it is said to have a dense phonological neighbour-
hood, whereas a word that has few words that sound 
similar to it is said to have a sparse phonological neigh-
bourhood. Phonological neighbourhood density has been 
shown to influence certain aspects of speech perception, 
spoken word recognition, speech production, word-learn-
ing, and various aspects of memory (for a review see 
Vitevitch & Luce, 2016), as well as the tip-of-the-tongue 
state (Vitevitch & Sommers, 2003) and the VTE (Bashford 
et al., 2006)—two phenomena that NST also accounts for.

Castro et al. found that lists containing words with 
dense phonological neighbourhoods elicited higher song-
like ratings than lists containing words with sparse phono-
logical neighbourhoods after repetition. They suggested 
that the priming transmitted by phonological nodes to the 
lexical nodes of words with dense phonological neigh-
bourhoods would be distributed among more words than 
the priming transmitted by phonological nodes to the lexi-
cal nodes of words with sparse phonological neighbour-
hoods. The different amounts of priming being transmitted 

to words with dense neighbourhoods versus words with 
sparse neighbourhoods meant that words in sparse phono-
logical neighbourhoods would recover from satiation and 
be activated more quickly than lexical nodes for words 
with dense phonological neighbourhoods. Activation of 
the lexical nodes for words with sparse phonological 
neighbourhoods would bring the speech percept back to 
awareness, and decrease the song-like percept (and rat-
ings) for such words. Lexical nodes for words with dense 
phonological neighbourhoods would remain satiated, 
with their associated syllable nodes continuing to be 
primed and maintaining a music-like percept (and there-
fore result in a higher song-like rating).

To further test the mechanisms of priming, activation, 
and satiation (and the “most-primed wins” principle) found 
in NST as a way to account for the S2S illusion, we exam-
ined in the present experiment how a measure of phono-
logical similarity derived from network science—namely, 
the clustering coefficient (Chan & Vitevitch, 2009)—affects 
the ability of lexical nodes to recover from satiation. In a 
network of phonologically related words (Vitevitch, 2008), 
the clustering coefficient, C, measures the extent to which 
neighbours of a word are also neighbours of each other. As 
illustrated in Figure 2, the words badge and log have the 
same number of phonological neighbours (the variable 
manipulated in Castro et al., 2018), but the phonological 
neighbours of badge are also neighbours with each other to 
a greater extent than the phonological neighbours of log.

In numerous psycholinguistic experiments, the cluster-
ing coefficient has been shown to influence speech percep-
tion (Chan & Vitevitch, 2009), speech production (Chan & 
Vitevitch, 2010), short-term memory (Vitevitch et al., 2012), 
and word learning (Goldstein & Vitevitch, 2014). Chan and 
Vitevitch (2009) suggested that the influence of C on lexical 
processes could be modelled as activation that diffused 
across a network composed of nodes representing words in 
the lexicon and connections between phonologically related 
words. The verbal model proposed by Chan and Vitevitch 
(2009) was subsequently confirmed via computer simula-
tions (Siew, 2019; Vitevitch et al., 2011). To facilitate 
describing the predictions of how C might influence the S2S 
illusion, we will henceforth use the terminology employed 
in NST (i.e., “priming being transmitted”) instead of “acti-
vation spreading” across a network-like structure.

We expect that high C words (badge in Figure 2) will be 
primed, activated, and then satiated just like low C words 
(log in Figure 2). Similar to the manipulation of phono-
logical neighbourhood density in Experiment 1 in Castro 
et al. (2018), however, we expect there will be a difference 
in how quickly words with high versus low C will recover 
from satiation due to how quickly priming can accumulate 
to again surpass the activation threshold.

For low C words (log in Figure 2), the small number of 
interconnections among the neighbours will result in some 
priming from the neighbours being transmitted back to the 
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target word, but most of the priming will be transmitted (or 
dispersed) to the rest of the network (i.e., words related to 
the neighbours of log, but not shown in Figure 2). With lit-
tle priming accumulating over time and across connections 
words with low C—once activated and satiated—will stay 
satiated longer than high C words. With lexical nodes cor-
responding to the low C words staying satiated longer, the 
song-like percept emerging from priming of the syllable 
nodes (which carry the rhythmic information of language) 
will persist and result in higher song-like ratings for lists of 
words with low C compared to lists of words with high C.

In the case of high C words, where the neighbours are 
highly interconnected with each other, priming will be 
“trapped” among the interconnected neighbours and 
transmitted back to the target word rather than be dis-
persed to the rest of the network as happens for low C 
words (as observed in the simulations by Vitevitch et al., 
2011). With the trapped priming being summed over 
time from the highly interconnected neighbours, a word 
with high C could recover from satiation and be acti-
vated again more quickly than a word with low C. The 
activation of lexical nodes corresponding to the high C 
words will again bring to conscious awareness the 
speech percept, thereby weakening the song-like percept 
and resulting in lower song-like ratings for lists contain-
ing words with high C compared to lists containing 
words with low C.

To test these predictions, we used the same task used in 
Castro et al. (2018) and in many other studies of the S2S 
illusion. Participants listened to 10 repetitions of each list 
of words. At the end of the repetitions, the participants pro-
vided a rating on a 5-point Likert-type scale with 1 corre-
sponding to “sounds like speech” and 5 corresponding to 
“sounds like song.” Higher ratings on the scale indicate 
experiencing a song-like percept, whereas lower ratings on 

the scale indicate perceiving the stimulus as sounding 
more like normal speech.

Methods

Participants: In this experiment, we established a “stopping 
rule,” whereby data collection ceased when we had collected 
data from 60 participants or the semester ended. By the end 
of the semester we collected data from 58 native English 
speakers who were recruited from a pool of students enrolled 
in Introductory Psychology at the University of Kansas. 
Participants received partial credit towards the completion of 
the course for their participation. All were native English 
speakers, and none reported a hearing or speech disorder. 
Written informed consent was obtained before participating 
in the experiment, and this experiment was approved by the 
institutional review board at the University of Kansas.

Stimuli: Thirty-six high clustering coefficient words 
and 36 low clustering coefficient words originally used in 
Chan and Vitevitch (2009) were used as stimuli in this 
experiment. All words were produced by a native speaker 
of American English (M.S.V.) speaking at a normal rate 
and loudness and recorded on high-quality recording 
equipment as described in Chan and Vitevitch (2009). The 
pronunciation of each word was verified for correctness 
and minimal intonation changes.

The high clustering coefficient words were randomly 
assigned to 9 groups of four words such that each word 
was only used once (e.g., full-bug-leap-mouse). The 
low clustering coefficient words were then assigned to 
nine groups of four words such that the onsets of the 
words in each list matched the onsets of the words in the 
lists containing high clustering coefficient words (e.g., 
fell-beat-ledge-mile). See the Supplementary Material 
for the words used in this experiment.

Figure 2. The left panel represents a word with a higher clustering coefficient (badge), whereas the right panel represents a word 
with a lower clustering coefficient (log). Note that both words have the same number of phonological neighbours.
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Sound files were concatenated together to form lists 
using the open-source Audacity 2.2.2 software. In all lists, 
words were separated by approximately 25 ms of silence, 
and no additional silence was included at the beginning 
nor the end of each sound file. Further information on the 
lexical characteristics of these words was originally 
reported in Chan and Vitevitch (2009), but information on 
the lexical characteristics most relevant to the present 
experiment is repeated below.

Praat (Boersman & Weenink, 2020; version 6.1.15) was 
used to confirm that the minimum pitch, maximum pitch, 
and mean pitch of the word lists did not differ between the 
two conditions. For the minimum pitch, the lists with high 
clustering coefficient words (M = 85.37 Hz; SD = 4.2) did 
not differ from the lists with low clustering coefficient 
words, M = 88.36 Hz; SD = 3.69; t(16) = 1.61, p = .13. For 
the maximum pitch, the lists with high clustering coeffi-
cient words (M = 243.33 Hz; SD = 158.92) did not differ 
from the lists with low clustering coefficient words, 
M = 208.41 Hz; SD = 146.73; t(16) = 0.48, p = .63. For the 
mean pitch, the lists with high clustering coefficient words 
(M = 111.22 Hz; SD = 5.57) did not differ from the lists with 
low clustering coefficient words, M = 110.02 Hz; SD = 2.86; 
t(16) = 0.58, p = .57.

Clustering coefficient: Clustering coefficient measures 
the probability that the neighbours of a given node are also 
neighbours of each other and has a range from 0 to 1. A 
clustering coefficient of 1 means every neighbour is inter-
connected, whereas a clustering coefficient of 0 means no 
neighbours are connected with each other. Clustering coef-
ficient for a node (which represent words in a lexical net-
work) is calculated by dividing the number of connections 
among neighbours by the total possible number of connec-
tions if all neighbours were interconnected. For additional 
analyses of the clustering coefficient and how it is related 
to other lexical measures, such as neighbourhood density, 
see Vitevitch et al. (2012).

The high clustering coefficient words had a mean clus-
tering coefficient value of 0.171 (SD = 0.02; n = 36) and the 
low clustering coefficient words had a mean clustering 
coefficient value of 0.122 (SD = 0.01; n = 36). Using a two-
tailed, independent samples t-test, we found the difference 
in clustering coefficient to be statistically significant, 
t(70) = 13.11, p < .0001. Despite differing in clustering 
coefficient, the two groups of words were equivalent on 
other measures including subjective familiarity, word fre-
quency, neighbourhood density, neighbourhood frequency, 
and phonotactic probability.

Subjective Familiarity: Subjective familiarity was 
measured on a 7-point scale (Nusbaum et al., 1984). 
Higher clustering coefficient words had a mean familiarity 
value of 6.91 (SD = 0.18), and lower clustering coefficient 
words had a mean familiarity value of 6.95 (SD = 0.09), 
t(70) = 1.13, p = .19. All words, regardless of clustering 
coefficient, were therefore highly familiar words.

Word Frequency: Word frequency refers to how often a 
word occurs in the language. Mean log word frequency 
(log10 of the raw values from Kucera & Francis, 1967) 
was 2.38 (SD = 0.72) for the high clustering coefficient 
words and 2.41 (SD = 0.61) for the low clustering coeffi-
cient words, t(70) = 0.23, p = .82. This indicates that the 
two conditions contained words that occurred equally 
often in the language.

Neighbourhood Density: Neighbourhood density is the 
number of words that are neighbours to the target word. A 
word was considered a neighbour of a target word if the 
substitution, deletion, or addition of a single phoneme 
transformed a word into the target word. For example, the 
word pin has phonological neighbour words such as _in, 
spin, fin, pun, and pit. This is a commonly used metric to 
assess phonological similarity (Greenberg & Jenkins, 
1967; Landauer & Streeter, 1973; Luce & Pisoni, 1998). 
The neighbourhood density value for high clustering coef-
ficient words was 21.03 neighbours (SD = 5.68); low clus-
tering coefficient words had a neighbourhood density 
value of 21.94 neighbours (SD = 7.04), t(70) = 0.61, p = .55. 
Thus, the two conditions contained words that had approx-
imately the same number of phonological neighbours.

Neighbourhood Frequency: Neighbourhood frequency 
refers to how often the neighbours of a given word occur 
in the language. Mean neighbourhood frequency (log10 of 
the raw values from Kucera & Francis, 1967) was 2.01 
(SD = 0.21) for the high clustering coefficient words and 
2.03 (SD = .20) for the low clustering coefficient words, 
t(70) = 0.44, p = .66. This suggests that the two lists con-
tained words with comparable neighbourhood frequency.

Phonotactic Probability: Phonotactic probability meas-
ures how often a certain segment occurs in a certain position 
in a word (positional segment frequency) and the segment-
to-segment co-occurrence probability (biphone frequency; 
Vitevitch & Luce, 1998, 2005) We obtained these values 
from the Web-based calculator described in Vitevitch and 
Luce (2004). The mean positional segment frequency for 
high clustering coefficient words was .1379 (SD = 0.03), and 
0.143 (SD = 0.04) for low clustering coefficient words, 
t(70) = 0.56, p = .58. The mean biphone frequency for both 
high and clustering coefficient words was 0.006 (SD = 0.004), 
t(70) = 0.46, p = .65. This suggests that the two lists con-
tained words with comparable phonotactic probability.

Procedure: Participants were tested individually. Each 
participant was seated in front of an iMac computer run-
ning PsyScope 1.2.2 (Cohen et al., 1993). This programme 
controlled stimulus presentation and collected responses.

The word “READY” appeared on the computer screen 
for 500 ms at the start of each trial. Participants then heard 
one of the randomly selected word lists repeated 10 times 
through a set of Beyerdynamic DT 100 headphones at a 
comfortable listening level. After the repetitions, partici-
pants were instructed to use the number pad on the key-
board to rate the list on a scale of 1 (sounded more like 
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speech) to 5 (sounded more like song). Each trial was only 
presented once, but participants were allowed as much 
time as they needed to respond. In total, the experiment 
lasted approximately 10 to 15 min.

Note that in some studies of the speech-to-song illu-
sion, participants rate the stimulus after it has been pre-
sented only once, and those ratings are compared to the 
ratings after the stimulus is played several times to demon-
strate that repetition of the phrase leads to the speech-to-
song illusion (as indicated by increases in song-like ratings 
to the final repetition compared to the initial repetition). 
Although this method has sometimes been employed—as 
in Experiment 1 (but not Experiment 2) of Deutsch et al. 
(2011), and in Experiments 1 and 3 (but not Experiments 
2, 4, 5, or 6) of Castro et al. (2018)—we did not employ it 
in the present study because as the numerous studies 
described in the introduction indicate, the speech-to-song 
phenomenon is very well established, having been repli-
cated in a number of laboratories around the world. The 
preponderance of evidence clearly indicates that the trans-
formation of a repeated speech stimulus to a song-like per-
cept is a genuine phenomenon and is not in question.

Furthermore, both theories being tested in the present 
study—NST and the repetition account—predict that the 
speech-to-song illusion will be elicited. In the present study, 
the important difference in ratings is the potential difference 
that might be observed between the lists containing words 
with low clustering coefficient and the lists containing words 
with high clustering coefficient. The repetition account does 
not predict that there should be a difference between the two 
conditions, whereas NST does predict a difference between 
the two conditions. We, therefore, decided to keep the proce-
dure focused on that crucial difference.

Results

All ratings from the 58 participants were used in the analy-
sis reported in the following. High clustering coefficient 
words received a mean rating of 2.24 (SD = 0.64), whereas 
low clustering coefficient words received a mean rating of 
2.78 (SD = 0.58). The difference between ratings was sta-
tistically significant, t(57) = 6.60, p < .0001, and the size of 
the effect was considered large (Cohen’s d = .89 as com-
puted by https://webpower.psychstat.org/models/means01/
effectsize.php). As predicted, low clustering coefficient 
words were perceived as more song-like than high cluster-
ing coefficient words.

Discussion

In the present experiment, we used a measure of phonological 
similarity among words derived from network science—
namely, the clustering coefficient (Chan & Vitevitch, 2009)—
to further test the mechanisms of priming, activation, and 
satiation found in NST as a way to account for the S2S illu-
sion. We predicted that high and low C words would be 

primed, activated, and satiated, thereby eliciting a song-like 
percept. We further predicted that there would be a difference 
in how quickly words with high versus low C recovered from 
satiation, which would affect the extent to which high versus 
low C words would be perceived as song-like. Indeed, the 
results of the present experiment showed that low clustering 
coefficient words were perceived as more song-like than high 
clustering coefficient words, as predicted by NST.

Reasoning from the previous psycholinguistic studies that 
examined the influence of C on various language and memory 
processes (Chan & Vitevitch, 2009, 2010; Goldstein & 
Vitevitch, 2014; Vitevitch et al., 2012), as well as from the 
computer simulations by Vitevitch et al. (2011) and Siew 
(2019), we predicted that the small number of interconnec-
tions among the neighbours for words with low C would result 
in some priming from the neighbours being transmitted back 
to the target word, but most of the priming being transmitted to 
the rest of the network. With less priming accumulating over 
time and across connections words with low C would stay 
satiated longer than high C words, allowing priming to con-
tinue to affect the syllable nodes (which carry the rhythmic 
information of language). With sustained priming of the syl-
lable nodes, the song-like percept could be maintained, result-
ing in the higher song-like ratings that were observed.

In contrast, for high C words, priming is “trapped” 
among the highly interconnected neighbours and transmit-
ted back to the target word rather than being dispersed to 
the rest of the network as happens for low C words. The 
trapped priming would accumulate more quickly in the 
lexical node enabling words with high C to recover from 
satiation and be activated again more quickly than a word 
with low C. The activation of lexical nodes for high C 
words would again bring the speech percept to awareness, 
thereby weakening the song-like percept. This would 
result in lower song-like ratings for word lists containing 
words with high C compared to word lists containing 
words with low C, as was observed.

The result of the present experiment provides evidence 
to further support the mechanisms found in NST—priming, 
activation, and satiation—as an explanation for the S2S 
illusion as proposed by Castro et al. (2018). It is unclear 
how accounts of the S2S illusion that appeal only to repeti-
tion (Margulis, 2013; Margulis & Simchy-Gross, 2016; 
Rowland et al., 2019) would explain the results of the pre-
sent experiment. Repetition theories of the S2S illusion 
would predict that the repeated word lists would elicit the 
S2S illusion, as was observed in the present study. However, 
such approaches would not predict (nor can they account 
for) the observed difference between the word lists varying 
in clustering coefficient.

Experiment 2

In Experiment 1, we examined how the mechanisms found 
in NST—priming, activation, and satiation—were differ-
entially influenced by another measure of phonological 

https://webpower.psychstat.org/models/means01/effectsize.php
https://webpower.psychstat.org/models/means01/effectsize.php
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similarity known as the clustering coefficient. Because 
repetition theories of the S2S illusion cannot account for 
the differential influence of that phonological variable on 
the illusion, the result of Experiment 1 provided additional 
support for the mechanisms found in NST as an explana-
tion for the S2S illusion (Castro et al., 2018).

In the present experiment, we wished to further test 
how the mechanisms found in NST—priming, activation, 
and satiation—might influence the S2S illusion. Rather 
than focus on the mechanisms of priming and activation as 
in Experiment 1, we wished in the present experiment to 
focus on the mechanism of satiation, which was not tested 
as directly as priming and activation in Castro et al. (2018). 
Recall that when lexical nodes are satiated, the higher 
level information associated with that node (such as 
semantic information) is no longer available to conscious 
awareness (see Figure 1). Rather than manipulate another 
phonological characteristic of the repeated words to pro-
duce a differential influence as in Experiment 1, we instead 
in the present experiment manipulated a semantic charac-
teristic of the repeated words. In further contrast to 
Experiment 1, in the present experiment, we predicted that 
because the lexical nodes are satiated and the higher level 
information associated with that node is no longer availa-
ble to conscious awareness, that there should be no differ-
ence in song-like ratings for lists of words that differ in a 
semantic variable.

To test this unique prediction, we manipulated the seman-
tic characteristic known as emotional arousal (as measured 
by the Affective Norms for English Words [ANEW] data-
base; Bradley & Lang, 1999). Of the various semantic fea-
tures that could be manipulated, we selected emotional 
arousal because relationships among emotion, music, and 
language have been widely studied (e.g., Asaridou & 
McQueen, 2013; Bigand et al., 2005; Hernández et al., 2019; 
Koelsch et al., 2006 Margulis, 2013; Martin-Loeches et al., 
2012; Patel, 2008; Tay & Ng, 2019). Furthermore, the 
ANEW database (Bradley & Lang, 1999) is widely used and 
has been adapted to a number of other languages (e.g., 
German: Schmidtke et al., 2014; Italian: Montefinese et al., 
2014; European Portuguese: Soares et al., 2012; Spanish: 
Redondo et al., 2007). Furthermore, the emotional informa-
tion of words has been shown to influence reaction times in 
various language processes, including semantic categoriza-
tion tasks (Newcombe et al., 2012), word naming (Moffat 
et al., 2015), colour naming performance in the Stroop task 
(Siakaluk et al., 2014), and the lexical decision task (Siakaluk 
et al., 2016). It, therefore, seemed reasonable to consider the 
specific semantic variable of emotional arousal (see also 
Kuperman et al., 2014) in the context of the S2S illusion.

Given that words with higher emotional experience rat-
ings tend to be responded to more quickly than words with 
lower emotional experience ratings (e.g., Moffat et al., 
2015; Siakaluk et al., 2016), it further seemed logical for 
repetition theories of the S2S illusion to predict that in a 

S2S illusion task lists containing words with meanings that 
are emotionally arousing (e.g., passion, killer, rage, star-
tled) would evoke higher song-like ratings compared to 
words with meanings that are less emotionally arousing (as 
measured by the Affective Norms for English Words 
[ANEW] database; Bradley & Lang, 1999). Manipulating 
emotional arousal gave us the opportunity to formulate a 
prediction that contrasted with the very different predic-
tion made by NST, namely no difference in song-like rat-
ings because semantic information is not accessible when 
lexical nodes are satiated.

Alternatively, an anonymous reviewer suggested the pos-
sibility that arousal-based competition theory (Mather & 
Sutherland, 2011) would predict that to avoid deception 
attention would be allocated to the highly arousing words 
used in the S2S illusion task. This would instead result in 
lists containing words with meanings that are more emotion-
ally arousing to evoke lower song-like ratings compared to 
words with meanings that are less emotionally arousing. 
Having two theoretically grounded predictions for differ-
ences in the song-like ratings (although in opposite direc-
tions) make for an even stronger test of the prediction derived 
from NST, where satiation of the lexical nodes would result 
in the inability to access semantic/emotional information, 
and therefore no difference in the song-like ratings.

Predicting equivalence between two conditions, as we 
have done in this case, is problematic for traditional statis-
tical tests, such as the t-test used in Experiment 1, that are 
designed to reject the null hypothesis. In a traditional t-test, 
non-significant values indicate that the evidence is not 
strong enough to suggest a difference between the two dis-
tributions. Such results mean that equality of the two dis-
tributions cannot be ruled out (i.e., there is no effect), but 
such results could also be due to a lack of power. 
Unfortunately, there is no way to distinguish between 
those two possibilities, making a non-significant null-
hypothesis test problematic to interpret.

To provide evidence that two groups are indeed equiva-
lent or that the difference between them is so small as to be 
inconsequential, a test of equivalence such as the two one-
sided tests (TOST) can be used (García-Pérez & Alcalá-
Quintana, 2011; Lakens et al., 2018; Rogers et al., 1993; 
Rose et al., 2018; Walker & Nowacki, 2010). Conceptually, 
the TOST reverses the null and alternative hypotheses 
found in traditional null-hypothesis testing. In TOST, the 
null hypothesis states that the two distributions are not 
equivalent, and the alternative hypothesis states that the 
two distributions are equivalent if the difference between 
the two distributions falls within a preset range.

Equivalence testing using methods such as TOST are 
common in pharmaceutical research, where a researcher 
may wish to demonstrate that the generic version of a drug 
produces similar effects as the brand-name version of the 
drug (Food and Drug Administration, 2001). In other 
areas, such as Psychology (Lakens et al., 2018; Rogers 
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et al., 1993) and Ecology (Rose et al., 2018), equivalence 
testing has taken a bit longer to find widespread use. 
Perhaps using this method to test the prediction derived 
from NST of equivalence in the S2S illusion task for word 
lists varying in a semantic characteristic (i.e., emotional 
arousal) will demonstrate the value of equivalence testing 
to a wider range of Psychologists.

Methods

Participants: As in Experiment 1, we established a “stop-
ping rule,” whereby data collection ceased when we had 
collected data from 60 participants or the semester ended. 
Due to a number of factors (e.g., when data collection 
started in the semester, the number of competing experi-
ments available for participants to engage in, scheduling-
related issues, etc.), data from only 40 participants were 
collected when the end of the semester was reached. All of 
these participants were English speakers (none reported a 
hearing or speech disorder) that were recruited from a pool 
of students enrolled in Introductory Psychology at the 
University of Kansas. Participants received partial credit 
towards the completion of the course for their participa-
tion. Written informed consent was obtained before par-
ticipating in the experiment, and this experiment was 
approved by the institutional review board at the University 
of Kansas. Of the 40 participants, one did not follow 
instructions, and two did not have their data recorded due 
to a technical error, leaving data from 37 participants to be 
used in our analyses.

Stimuli: Fifty-six English words were selected from the 
Affective Norms for English Words (ANEW) database 
(Bradley & Lang, 1999). All words were produced by a 
native speaker of American English (M.S.V.) speaking at 
a normal rate and loudness and recorded on the same 
equipment as used in Experiment 1. The pronunciation of 
each word was verified for correctness and minimal into-
nation changes.

The sound files containing individual words were then 
concatenated into 7 lists containing 4 words with high 
arousal and 7 lists containing 4 words with low arousal. 
The same procedure used in Experiment 1 to match the 
onsets of the words across lists was used in the present 
experiment. In addition, each list contained words with the 
same number of syllables. See the Supplementary Material 
for the words used in this experiment.

Praat (Boersman & Weenink, 2020; version 6.1.15) was 
used to confirm that the minimum pitch, maximum pitch, 
and mean pitch of the word lists containing the sound files 
did not differ between the two conditions. For the mini-
mum pitch, the lists with high arousal words (M = 85.04 Hz; 
SD = 2.16) did not differ from the lists with low arousal 
words, M = 84.88 Hz; SD = 3.25; t(12) = 0.11, p = .92. For 
the maximum pitch, the lists with high arousal words 
(M = 318.29 Hz; SD = 174.27) did not differ from the lists 

with low arousal words, M = 269.54 Hz; SD = 167.28; 
t(12) = 0.53, p = .60. For the mean pitch, the lists with high 
arousal words (M = 115.77 Hz; SD = 9.13) did not differ 
from the lists with low arousal words, M = 113.61 Hz; 
SD = 5.46; t(12) = 0.53, p = .6.

As described in Bradley and Lang (1999), arousal was 
measured on a 9-point rating scale. Words in the high 
arousal condition had a mean rating = 6.61 (SD = .66), and 
words in the low arousal condition had a mean rating = 3.92 
(SD = .53). An unpaired two-tailed t-test showed a statisti-
cally significant difference in the ratings for the two 
arousal conditions, t(54) = 16.79, p < .0001.

Importantly, word frequency (as measured by Kucera & 
Francis, 1967 as used in Bradley & Lang, 1999) did not 
differ between the two conditions, as shown in an unpaired 
two-tailed t-test, t(54) = 0.09, p = .925. Words in the high 
arousal condition had a mean frequency of occur-
rence = 32.96 (SD = 33.37), and words in the low arousal 
condition had a mean frequency of occurrence = 31.86 
(SD = 51.80).

Procedure: The same equipment and procedure used in 
Experiment 1 were used in the present experiment. The only 
exception is the number of word lists used in each experi-
ment. As in Experiment 1, we elected not to have partici-
pants rate the stimuli after one presentation and again after 
several presentations because both theories being tested in 
the present study—NST and the repetition account—predict 
that the speech-to-song illusion will be elicited. In the pre-
sent study, the important difference in ratings is the potential 
difference that might be observed between the lists contain-
ing words with low arousal and the lists containing words 
with high arousal. The repetition account predicts that there 
should be a difference between the two conditions, whereas 
NST predicts that there will not be a difference between the 
two conditions. We, therefore, decided to keep the proce-
dure focused on that crucial difference.

Results

As recommended by Lakens et al. (2018), we report both 
a traditional null-hypothesis significance test and an 
equivalence test using the two one-sided tests procedure 
as implemented on the Excel spreadsheet described in 
Lakens (2017). A traditional null-hypothesis significance 
test using a paired t-test was used to compare song-like 
ratings for the High and Low-Arousal lists. For the High-
Arousal condition the mean rating = 2.46 (SD = 0.70), and 
for the Low-Arousal condition the mean rating = 2.54 
(SD = 0.62). This difference was not statistically signifi-
cant, t(36) = 1.05, p = .2988.

To determine whether the mean ratings for the High 
and Low Arousal conditions in the S2S illusion task were 
statistically equivalent (as predicted by NST), we per-
formed the TOST procedure for dependent samples with 
equivalence bounds based on raw scores. We provide 
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information on this procedure directly from Lakens et al. 
(2018, p. 260):

In the TOST procedure, the first one-sided test is used to test 
the estimate against values at least as extreme as the lower 
equivalence bound (ΔL) and the second one-sided test is used 
to test the estimate against values at least as extreme as the 
upper equivalence bound (ΔU). Even though the TOST 
procedure consists of two one-sided tests, it is not necessary 
to control for multiple comparisons because both tests need to 
be statistically significant for the researcher to draw a 
conclusion of statistical equivalence. Consequently, when 
reporting an equivalence test, it suffices to report the one-
sided test with the smaller test statistic (e.g., t) and thus the 
larger p value. A conclusion of statistical equivalence is 
warranted when the larger of the two p values is smaller than 
alpha. If the observed effect is neither statistically different 
from zero nor statistically equivalent, there is insufficient data 
to draw conclusions.

The smallest effect size of interest (SESOI) used to con-
struct the upper and lower equivalence bounds was set in 
terms of a raw mean difference; specifically, 0.5 points on 
the 5-point rating scale used in many studies of the S2S 
illusion. Using raw scores to estimate effect size rather 
than standardised effect measures such as Cohen’s d allows 
us to more easily interpret the effect size because we main-
tain the original units of measure (Baguley, 2009). 
Furthermore, the five-point scale used in many studies of 
the S2S illusion was used in Experiment 1 where a differ-
ence of approximately 0.5 rating units was observed in the 
statistically significant effect that was reported. 
Furthermore, the size of the effect observed in Experiment 
1 was comparable to the size of the effects observed in the 
six experiments reported in Castro et al. (2018).

The TOST procedure indicated that the observed effect 
size (dz = −0.17) was significantly within the equivalent 
bounds of −0.5 and 0.5 scale points (or in Cohen’s dz: 
−1.04 and 1.04), t(36) = 5.33, p < .0001. The results of the 
TOST procedure indicate that the difference between the 
High and Low Arousal conditions in the S2S illusion task 
is smaller than what is considered meaningful and statisti-
cally falls within the interval indicated by the equivalence 
bounds. That is, the ratings to High Arousal words were 
statistically equivalent to the ratings to the Low Arousal 
words, as predicted by NST.

We wished to bring attention in Psychology to equiva-
lence testing by using the null-hypothesis version of equiva-
lence testing (i.e., the TOST method). However, Bayesian 
versions of equivalence testing also exist. Given that 
Bayesian statistical analysis is increasingly being used in 
Psychology (e.g., Etz & Vandekerckhove, 2018), we include 
the results of a Bayesian equivalence test for comparison.

JASP (JASP Team, 2020) was used to compute a 
Bayesian Equivalence t-test for paired samples. The over-
lapping-hypothesis Bayes factor (BF∉∈) was 0.002 and the 
nonoverlapping-hypothesis Bayes factor (BF∈∉) was 467, 

which provide strong (Raftery, 1995) to decisive (Jeffreys, 
1961) evidence that the ratings to High Arousal words are 
equivalent to the ratings to the Low Arousal words, as pre-
dicted by NST.

Discussion

Given that previous work in psycholinguistics found that 
words with higher emotional experience ratings were 
responded to more quickly than words with lower emo-
tional experience ratings (e.g., Moffat et al., 2015; Siakaluk 
et al., 2016), it was logical to infer that repetition theories 
of the S2S illusion would predict that lists containing 
words with meanings that are emotionally arousing 
(Bradley & Lang, 1999) would evoke higher song-like rat-
ings compared to words with meanings that are less emo-
tionally arousing. Alternatively, arousal-based competition 
theory (Mather & Sutherland, 2011) would predict that to 
avoid deception attention would be allocated to the highly 
arousing words, resulting in lists containing words with 
meanings that are more emotionally arousing evoking 
lower song-like ratings compared to words with meanings 
that are less emotionally arousing.

In contrast, the mechanisms in NST that underlie the 
S2S illusion—priming, activation, and satiation—made a 
different prediction regarding the influence of semantic 
information on the S2S illusion. Specifically, lexical nodes 
become satiated as the stimulus repeats, leading to the ini-
tial speech percept being lost, and to the emergence of the 
song percept because the repeating stimulus continues to 
prime the syllable nodes (where the rhythmic information 
of language is represented). Importantly, satiation of the 
lexical nodes in NST not only leads to loss of the speech 
percept, but also to the loss of the higher-level information 
connected to the lexical node (refer back to Figure 1), such 
as the semantic information and emotional arousal associ-
ated with the meaning of the word. NST therefore pre-
dicted no difference in song-like ratings for lists of words 
with high or low arousal in an S2S illusion task.

The song-like ratings observed in the present experiment 
were comparable in magnitude to the song-like ratings 
observed in Experiment 1, suggesting that the speech to 
song illusion was elicited for these lists of words. Crucially, 
however, the difference in the ratings for the high and low 
arousal conditions were found to be statistically equivalent 
using the TOST procedure. The equivalent rating for high 
and low arousal word lists is consistent with the prediction 
derived from NST and contrasts with the prediction derived 
from the repetition theory of the S2S illusion.

General discussion

Although repetition of the stimulus is clearly necessary to 
elicit the S2S illusion, repetition by itself is not sufficient to 
explain various aspects of the S2S illusion, nor the findings 
from the two experiments reported. The results obtained in 
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the present studies provide additional evidence for the 
account of the speech to song illusion offered by NST. In 
NST, the lexical nodes are initially activated giving rise to 
the speech percept. The continued presentation of the stim-
ulus results in the lexical nodes satiating, which means the 
speech percept and all higher level information connected 
to the lexical node is temporarily unavailable. The repeated 
presentation of the stimulus continues to prime the syllable 
nodes, which contain the rhythmic information of lan-
guage, and gives rise to the song-like percept.

In Experiment 1, we used words varying in the cluster-
ing coefficient, a measure derived from network science, 
to manipulate the amount of priming that would be trans-
mitted to a lexical node after it was satiated. Words with 
high clustering coefficient, or phonological neighbours 
that were also neighbours of each other, “trapped” priming 
near the lexical node, enabling it to more quickly accumu-
late sufficient amounts of priming to again activate the 
lexical node compared to words with low clustering coef-
ficient, or phonological neighbours that tended not to be 
neighbours of each other. When words with high cluster-
ing coefficient are again activated the speech percept 
returns, thereby leading to lower song-like ratings for 
words with high clustering coefficient.

For words with low clustering coefficient, once the lex-
ical node has satiated priming will be dispersed to the rest 
of the network (as demonstrated in computer simulations 
by Vitevitch et al., 2011 and Siew, 2019), which keeps the 
lexical node satiated for a longer time. With the lexical 
node satiated, the repeating stimulus will continue to prime 
the syllable nodes and maintain the song-like percept. 
Although this effect was predicted by NST, it is unclear 
how an account of the speech to song illusion that argues 
only for the role of repetition would account for the dif-
ferential ratings to word lists varying in phonological clus-
tering coefficient.

We sought in Experiment 2 to focus our test of the NST 
account of the S2S illusion on the mechanism of satiation 
and the role it plays in the S2S illusion. Although priming 
and activation had been examined extensively in Castro 
et al. (2018), the mechanism of satiation received less 
direct examination in that previous study. In NST, when a 
lexical node is satiated after being repeatedly activated, 
higher level information connected to that lexical node can 
no longer be accessed. Therefore, words varying in emo-
tional arousal should not affect song-like ratings in a 
speech to song illusion task, in contrast to reasonable pre-
dictions derived from the well-studied influences of emo-
tion on music and language and previous psycholinguistic 
studies, and reasonable predictions derived from arousal-
based competition theory (Mather & Sutherland, 2011). 
Using equivalence testing (i.e., the TOST procedure and a 
Bayesian version)—a statistical analysis that is used 
widely in other fields, but less so in Psychology—we dem-
onstrated that the song-like ratings to word lists that were 

high or low in emotional arousal were indeed statistically 
equivalent, as predicted by NST.

By examining the speech to song illusion in the context 
of NST, we place the illusion into a rich theoretical context 
that allows us to connect this illusion to a wide range of 
perceptual and cognitive phenomena related to music and 
language processing more broadly. For example, music is 
used in many therapeutic interventions for speech and lan-
guage disorders (e.g., Cohen, 1994; Kasdan & Kiran, 
2018). Thus, the insight gained from continued study of the 
speech to song illusion could not only have important 
implications for increasing our understanding of the per-
ceptual and cognitive systems that underlie the illusion, but 
may also lead to the future development of novel interven-
tions for certain speech- and language-related disorders.

Continued research on the speech-to-song illusion may 
also help determine whether the mechanisms of priming, 
activation, and satiation found in NST can also account for 
another auditory illusion that—on the surface—resembles 
the speech-to-song illusion, namely the sound-to-music 
illusion (Margulis & Simchy-Gross, 2016; Rowland et al., 
2019; Simchy-Gross & Margulis, 2018; Tierney et al., 
2018). In the sound-to-music illusion, complex tones or 
environmental sounds (e.g., ice cracking) are repeated, and 
begin to take on a musical quality. As we have demon-
strated in the speech-to-song illusion, repetition of the 
stimulus is probably necessary to elicit the sound-to-music 
illusion, but repetition alone is unlikely to be sufficient for 
explaining how or why the sound-to-music illusion occurs.

Although we have not closely or directly examined the 
sound-to-music illusion, we believe it is unlikely that the 
mechanisms of priming, activation, and satiation as found 
in NST would be able to satisfactorily account for the 
sound-to-music illusion simply because it is unlikely that 
any nodes in NST, a model of language perception and 
production, would be primed, activated, and satiated by 
the incoming acoustic, but non-speech, stimulus typically 
used to elicit the sound-to-music illusion (cf., Bartolotti 
et al., 2020; Koranda et al., 2020). It is possible, however, 
that mechanisms like priming, activation, and satiation at 
another level of processing (i.e., not cortical) might 
account for the sound-to-music illusion. We raise this 
possibility of redundant processes by analogy to the vari-
ous mechanisms involved in colour perception, including 
different types of cones and the colour-opponent mecha-
nism found in the ganglia in the retina, in addition to cor-
tical areas being involved in the perception of colour 
(Solomon & Lennie, 2007). We further observe that the 
ability to synchronise body movement to an external beat 
(i.e., rhythmic entrainment) has evolved in a wide range 
of species, including fireflies, birds, dolphins, and 
humans (Wilson & Cook, 2016), further suggesting that 
multiple mechanisms at different neurological levels 
could be involved in the transformation of auditory stim-
uli of various types into a music-like percept. Admittedly, 
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these concluding statements are speculative. Therefore, 
we eagerly await the findings of future tests of the NST 
and other accounts of the speech-to-song and sound-to-
music illusions.
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